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H. montana = オオバギボウシ Part 2
H. montana var. montana F. Maekawa 1940
Journal of the Faculty of Science, Imperial University of Tokyo, Section 3 Botany, Vol.
5:356–357, 361 ic. 21, 23 1940
オオバギボウシ = 大葉擬宝珠 = Ōba Gibōshi (Iinuma/F. Maek.) = Large-leaf Hosta

H. montana in Cultivation
History:

The Japanese botanist Fumio Maekawa (1908-1984) is known worldwide for his revision of the genus Hosta published in 1940. His monographic,
infrageneric classification of the genus is based on morphometric data and includes
sectional relationships. As described in Part 1 of this H. montana update, during his
research Maekawa found that one taxon (now H. montana) with wide distribution
from central Honshū to Hokkaidō carried two different Japanese names, one 大葉
擬宝珠 (Ōba Gibōshi), and the other 唐擬宝珠 (Tō Gibōshi). The latter name is the
Japanese name of H. sieboldiana, a cultivar of European derivation. Since H.
montana and H. sieboldiana have a high degree of morphological differentiation, the
interchangeable use of these
names is invalid and not
indicated. Maekawa realized
that native populations of H.
montana, while polymorphic,
occur in widespread endemic
clusters in Japan, while H.
sieboldiana is typified solely by
European type specimens of
unknown origin so cannot be
the same taxon. To remedy
this placement, Maekawa assigned a new binomial (Hosta
montana) typifying this Japanese endemic with a holotype from central Honshū and
a series of paratypes and topotypes representing its entire
habitat (see Part 1).

◄◄◄ H. montana
(cultivated)
Court.: © 東京大學植物標
(Uni. of Tokyo─Watari Site)
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H. montana (cultivated voucher) オオバギボウシ = Ōba Gibōshi
Court.: © 東京大學植物標 (University of Tokyo─Watari Site)
Maekawa came to the important conclusion that the representation of a taxon endemic in Japan (大葉擬宝珠 = Ōba Gibōshi) by the binomial H. sieboldiana (as Tō
Gibōshi = 唐擬宝珠) does not represent a correct taxonomic placement. As the
photographs in situ verify (see Part 1), H. montana is easily observed due to its large
habitat and its typification presents no problem. On the other hand, typification of
the cultivar we now identify as H. ‘Sieboldiana’ is another matter. First, the
binomial H. sieboldiana (or one of its slightly different spellings) has been applied to
different cultivated plants (culta). As substantiated by Bailey (1930), Stearn (1931),
Hensen (1963), and Schmid (1991), the “European” H. sieboldiana was described
from cultivars, which in some cases were also putative hybrids. Its supraspecific
relationship to H. montana in section Helipteroides has been confirmed in Zonneveld
(2001). However, it is morphometrically differentiated, a fact also supported by genomic DNA isolation using random amplified polymorphic analysis in Sauve, Zhou,
Yu, and Schmid (2005). Based on this, H. sieboldiana (now H. ‘Sieboldiana’) is
treated as a culton in this Species Update. The term “culton” was suggested by
Hetterscheid and Brandenburg (1995), who proposed that the systematics of cultivated plants needs to be divorced from the systematics of plants found in nature.
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▲ H. ‘Elata’ (nom. cult. Schmid 1991 ex H. elata Hylander 1954) ▲
Cultivated voucher specimen received from Hylander and cultivated at Staudensichtungsgarten of Weihenstephan University (Fachhochschule Weihenstephan,
Freising, Germany) © W.G. Schmid 1984.08.13 (Hosta Hill R.G.)

◄◄◄ H. ‘Elata’
Typical cultivated
mature specimen in
North America (ex.
USDA/ARS
Vouch.: 1959-1963
253125 cult. from
Wageningen ex Hylander
© Bob Axmear
Court.: Hosta Library
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Since H. sieboldiana (which correctly should be written H. ‘Sieboldiana’) originated
by name and type as a cultivar and is still undergoing “modifications” in cultivation.
Culton defines its development in the context of human use (horticulture) rather
than the context of taxonomy of plants in nature produced by evolution. This
nomenclatural device provides a solution to end the confusion between endemic
populations of H. montana and the large group of cultivated plants originating in
Europe and assigned the name H. sieboldiana (or H. ‘Sieboldiana’, as well as
numerous other names). Further details are presented under H. sieboldiana and see
also Schmid (1991; pp. 319; 337-338; 342-343).

The H. `Elata'/H. montana Problem: In 1991, W.G. Schmid published the
monograph The genus Hosta: Gibōshi Zoku (ギボウシ属), which has solved many
nomenclatural problems associated with the genus Hosta. Schmid examined the
taxonomic standing of H. montana and offered a solution to problems created by
earlier taxonomists. H. montana and its many forms are common in extensive areas of
Japan from southern Kansai-chihō (関西地方) and most areas north of this region
including southern Hokkaidō (北海道). The binomial H. montana is in botanical as
well as horticultural use the world over. Notwithstanding, the name H. montana has
become a point of nomenclatural contention because Maekawa equated the European
cultivated culton H. bella Wehrhahn (1936) to his H. montana var. transiens, by listing
it in the synonymy of the latter. Schmid (1991) referred to this as the H. `Elata'/H.
montana problem. According to Hylander (1954), Maekawa's synonymy makes the
name H. montana illegitimate because H. bella Wehrhahn (1936) has priority. Hylander considered the two binomials to apply to different phases of a single taxon so
under the ICBN only the earliest name under this classification is the correct name.
Hylander's citation suggests this: “H. montana Maekawa … (quoad syn. Bail., et pl. in
p. 361, fig. 22 depictam et quoad descr. ad hanc pertinentem)—n. illeg. (ob. H. bellam
Wehrh. prius descriptam a Maekawa inclusam).” Under Hylander's classification, the
binomial H. montana is superfluous, but not illegitimate, becoming a metanym, or
antedated name under the ICBN. Maekawa and Hylander arrived at their theoretical
placements without either of them (according to their own admissions) first having
studied living vouchers or exsiccata of verified H. montana specimens. Hylander,
contrary to his own taxonomic arguments, did not adopt the earlier, correct name H.
bella as a name for H. montana but decided to give it the new name H. ‘Elata’ (as H.
elata), which is also a metanym, so superfluous under his classification as well. H.
bella on the other hand was transferred by Hylander as a synonym to H. fortunei var.
obscura (now the culton H. ‘Fortunei Obscura’) and his taxonomic equation H. ‘Bella’
= H. montana = H. ‘Fortunei’ equates a taxon that evolved in Japan with cultivars
“created” in European gardens. H. ‘Bella’ and H. ‘Fortunei’ have no representation
in the wild in Japan. Today H. ‘Bella’ is a lost culton, existing in name only. H.
montana ‘Transiens’ is now a culton (Schmid 1991 ex Maekawa 1940) and was
ignored by Ohwi (1965), Maekawa (1969) and Fujita (1976). H. montana, on the other
hand, has many evolved allopatric as well as sympatric populations extant in most of
the Japanese archipelago. For this reason, Schmid (1991) reclassified the taxa
involved. According to the ICBN the metanym H. montana may be used in a modified
classification and so becomes a correct name for the segregated taxon H. montana.
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H. montana in Cultivation:

The binomial H. montana was not established
until 1940 and any prior imports of taxa belonging to H. montana (sensu lato) would
have been named differently. Now a large number of cultivated and often hybridized
specimens of this species exist in North American and European gardens. Specimens
imported during the 19th Century are not sufficiently documented to consider them
reliable vouchers, particularly as to point of origin in Japan. Hylander (1954) and
Hensen (1963) published detailed studies on the taxonomy of cultivated (!) hostas.
Both studies provide a comprehensive overview of specimens in cultivation brought to
Europe by von Siebold starting in 1829 and later in the 1850s and 1860s (Schmid
1991). It should be noted that all of the specimens examined were cultivated stock and
were with a high degree of certainty also hybridized. Both researchers link
Maekawa’s H. montana in synonym with H. ‘Elata’ (as H. elata by Hylander; 1954).
Notwithstanding, Hylander notes that “H. elata could not even be traced with any

→
▲ H. montana (in situ) オオバギボウシ ▲
H. ‘Elata’▲
In grassland of a montane valley in
▲
Uppsala Botanic Garden
Northern Chiba-ken (千葉県)
▲
© N. Hylander/P. Sandberg
Kantō-chihō (関東地方)
▲
Center close-up pictures (in situ)
H. montana (left and close-ups): Note: The stamens/anthers are recessed within the
perianth and are purple
H. ‘Elata’: Note: The stamens/anthers project beyond the perianth (see arrow)
The styles of both specimens project beyond the perianth.
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degree of certainty further back
than Bailey’s (1915) description
and the figures presented under
the name of H. fortunei var.
gigantea” (which is now named H.
‘Fortunei Gigantea’ Schmid 1991).
He stated further: “Nothing could
be settled regarding its (origin and)
history as a garden plant.” Schmid
(1991) considers H. ‘Elata’ a hybrid cultigen which originated in
Europe from polymorphic, cultivated hybrid stock with a mixed
background partially going back to
Lindley's green-leaved Funkia
sieboldi (1839). It has been established by Schmid (1991) that the
cultivar H. ‘Elata’ obtained from
Hensen and now represented in
gardens in 2008 is not H. montana
(F. Maek). Further, it is questionable that von Siebold was able to
collect specimens of H. montana in
the wild in Kyūshū (九州), because
H. ‘Elata’
the natural habitat of H. montana
Note
the
number
of principal veins, shape of
does not include the mountains and
islands of Nagasaki-ken (長崎県). perianth, projecting stamens, and small bracts
Drawing featured in Hensen (1985)
Von Siebold was stationed on the
The Plantsman, Vol. 7; Part 1, June 1985
artificial island of Deshima (出島)
and was not able to collect in the
prefectures north in Kansai-chihō (関西地方) [also Kinki-chihō (近畿地方)] and
further north, the primary H. montana habitat. Schmid (1991) examined Hylander’s
proposed synonymy and corrected it (Schmid 1991; pp. 319; 337-338; 342-343) on the
grounds that H. ‘Elata’ is a European cultivar and not found in the wild (no
equivalent Japanese name exists!). It has yellow anthers (H. montana has purple
anthers) and differs in a number of macromorphological features (as illustrated in
Schmid The genus Hosta – Giboshi Zoku [1991] and this Species Update). Genome size
determined by Zonneveld (2001) shows H. ‘Elata’ to be a putative hybrid within
Helipteroides (ex H. sieboldiana) but is not conspecific. Similar putative hybrids were
known to von Siebold as Funkia sinensis (Chinese Funkia!). Contemporary
illustrations and descriptions show Hosta ‘Elata’ to be a large form of the cultigen H.
‘Fortunei’ and was described as H. fortunei var. gigantea by Bailey (1915, 1930). Its
principal vein count (9-11) matches the H. ‘Fortunei’ hybrids. Hensen (1963) noted H.
‘Elata’ was imported by von Siebold from Japan in 1866 but not listed in von
Siebold’s catalogs until 1879 as Funkia japonica gigantea = Hosta fortunei gigantea
(Schmid 1991).
2010-09-15
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▲ H. ‘Fortunei Gigantea’ (as H. ‘Elata’ USDA #263125)▲
Court.: ©HostaLibrary/P. Mora

▼ H. ‘Elata’ (left) and H. ‘Fortunei Gigantea’ (right) ▼
Note the identical scape elongation, concurrent bud development, and green bracts
None of the culta shown equate to H. montana (H. ‘Sieboldiana’ in bloom; left rear)
Hosta Hill R.G. © W.G. Schmid (H. Ross Garden) 1985.06.21
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In 1959, the late F.G. Meyer of the US Department of Agriculture carried out
ornamental plant exploration in The Netherlands and obtained several living Hosta
specimens from the Botanical Gardens and Belmonte Arboretum at Wageningen
Agricultural University. A USDA Report dated April 1963 includes H. ‘Elata’ (USDA
#263125) along with other Hosta cultivars. Additional specimens are listed in
horticultural distribution from USDA and are listed by A. Summers (1972) and G.
Krossa, who imported many hostas from Japan and Europe obtaining them from
academic sources and collectors, incuding USDA. Data for the following listing are
extracted from Krossa/Summers and USDA, ARS, National Genetic Resources
Program (Germplasm Resources Information Network - GRIN) documentation:

H. montana and H. ‘Elata’* Accessions (ref. Schmid 1991):
Krossa No. B–1 /Summers No. 80 1967 = H. montana
Krossa No. B–2 /Summers No. 282 1967 = H. montana
Krossa No. B–3/Summers No. 78/484 1967 = H. montana f. macrophylla (Part 3)
Krossa No. B–4 /Summers No. 466 1970 = H. montana
Krossa No. DX–2 /USDA PI 275074 = H. montana
Krossa No. DX–4 /Summers No. 411 1970 USDA PI 274537 = H. montana
Krossa No. E–1 = H. ‘Elata’*
Krossa No. F–5 = H. ‘Elata’*
Krossa No. F–6 = H. ‘Elata’*
Krossa No. X–1 = H. montana
Krossa No. X–3 = H. montana
Krossa No. X–5 = H. montana
*) In USDA/GRIN: Nomen number: 19362; with comment: “A confused name
widely misapplied and better treated as and restricted to Hosta ‘Elata’.” (Ref.:
Schmid 1991). Name verified on: 03-Nov-2003 by ARS Systematic Botanist.
Summers lists additional accessions as
follows Nos. 81 (same as No. 411
[274537]), 84 (275075), 85 (275076), all
dated 1967. In 1969, collector Craig supplied No. 181 as Craig C-6 and Craig also
collected on the southern slopes of Fujisan (富士山) and it became Summers No.
355. In 1972, Craig also obtained specimens sold as Ūrui (うるい = food crop)
in Yamagata-ken, near Obanazawa (尾花
沢 市 ), where it was planted in fields.
Other vouchers came from Hosta Hill
R.G. Nos. HH 112584/HH 112584 (coll.
W.G. Schmid; in Aichi-ken ( 愛知県)).
Later accessions are maintained under
No. 59872 by the USNA, NGPS.
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H. montana as (Urui)うるい
Hosta as food from wild plants

←
H. montana (cultivated forma typica) オオバギボウシ = Ōba Gibōshi
Note the large, white, fertile bracts enveloping developing bud initials
InsetGibōshi
shows shape
of bud initial,
compare
to shape of baluster finial (see below)
Why
(擬宝珠)?
Around
the 11th
Loc. cit.: Showa Memorial Park (国営昭和記念公園); Tachikawa-shi (立川市);
century, Japanese court nobility started to build
Tōkyō-to (東京都) ▪ Court.: © junta63
anese records

Why Gibōshi (擬宝珠)? Around the 11th
century, Japanese court nobility started to build
pleasure gardens. Old Japanese records mentioning hostas have survived from this period
and the collective word applied to Hosta is
Gibōshi. Noticing the similarity between hosta
flower bud initials and the shape of classic
baluster and bridge railing finials led to a collective name for hostas. The Kanji 擬 宝 珠
(Gibōshu) in a classic translation mean “baluster finial”written as ぎぼうしゅ = ギボウシュ).
In modern Japanese meaning Gibōshi also
written as ぎぼし = ぎぼうしゅ= ギボウシand
ギボシ are all names accepted as standing for
“hosta.”
2010-09-15
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H. montana
Phenotypes:
In Part 1 of this Species
Update, the widespread
H. montana habitat is
delineated. This species
occupies the Japanese
stratovolcanic archipelago from southern
Hokkaidō (北海道) to
the north to southcentral Honshū in the
region of Kansai (関西
地方). It also occurs in
eastern Chūgoku (中国
地 方 ). Its habitat
includes widely differing ecologies and climatic regions that can
be compared to those
of the east coast of
North America, from
Nova Scotia south to
Georgia. The habitat
comprises several different ecological re- H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ W.G. Schmid(1991)
Ex. H. montana var. aureomarginata F. Maek. (1940)
gions, mostly in monCourt.: © Cornell University, Cornell Plantations
tane forests, and these
widespread climatical
variations and ecologies has brought about adaptive changes resulting in differing
phenotypes. Maekawa included several phenotypes as taxa, namely H. montana var.
liliiflora, H. montana var. praeflorens, and H. montana var. transiens. These three
named varieties are based on collected phenotypical variants observed in cultivation.
They are considered as synonyms under H. sieboldiana var. sieboldiana by Fujita
(1976). Schmid (1991) retained them under their original varietal names but reduced
them to culta (cultivated forms) as H. montana ‘Liliiflora’ (a lily-flowered
phenotype), H. montana ‘Praeflorens’ (an early blooming phenotype), and H.
montana ‘Transiens’ (a transitional phenotype with fewer principal veins). These
early-blooming, lily-shaped, and transitional types (the latter may be natural, interspecific hybrids) are found among cultivated specimens, but are not identified by any
of the three names listed and now considered variations of forma typica simply labeled
H. montana (see H. montana – Part 1). Maekawa (1940) also named as a taxon a
plastogene mutation of the species, namely the yellow-margined form H. montana var.
aureomarginata, which was reduced to a cultivar as H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’
W.G. Schmid (1991) (see photograph this page).
2010-09-15
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H. montana sports:

In
some localized areas, natural
population of H. montana are
exposed to, physical, environmental and biological
stresses, which may lead to
plastogene mutations as reported by Kenji Watanabe
(1985), who investigated the
habitat around Mount Fuji
(富士山). Variegated sports
of H. montana have been
known before Watanabe
collection activities (usually
plastogene mutations). A
yellow-edged form of H.
montana was first recorded H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ (emerges early)
by Makino (1928) and charCourt.: January Garden, AHS 1989
© Hosta Hill R.G. W.G. Schmid 1989.07.15
acterized as 黄覆輪 (きふく
り ん ), which transliterates
“Kifukurin.” This stands for
“yellow ornamental border.”
As mentioned under “H.
montana phenotypes” (page
10) Maekawa (1940) established the botanical name of
the yellow-margined form
using Makino’s 1928 name
as a base. Makino listed a
黄金色の縁取り唐擬宝珠
(Ōgon Fukurin Tō Gibōshi)
which translates to “H.
sieboldiana with edging of
gold color.” Makino’s old
name was changed by
Maekawa to Kifukurin Ōba
H. ‘Emma Foster’ (G. Foster AHS 1985)
Gibōshi ( 黄 覆輪 オ オ バ ギ
Yellow sport of H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’
Court.: © H/L D. Attkisson
ボ ウ シ ), a new Japanese
name. Note that the binomial H. montana (Ōba Gibōshi) was not in use until 1940. W.G. Schmid (1991)
validated it as a culton named H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’. These mutations are
relatively sporadic in the natural habitat, but K. Watanabe (See Watanabe 1985)
and other Japanese collectors have discovered many of them, brought them into
cultivation, and named them. Tissue culture propagation has also produced a number
of mutations and sports and some of these have been isolated and named.
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H. ‘Ebb Tide’ ►►►
(E. Elslager AHS 1997)
Sport of H. montana
‘Aureomarginata’ (in tissue
culture) with corrugated (or
wavy) margin
Court.: © H/L K. Terpening

H. montana ▼▼▼
‘Aureomarginata’
(emerges early)
Note: an older clump with
wider yellow margins; note
white bracts
Court.: Pollock Garden, AHS
1987 ▪ © Hosta Hill R.G. W.G.
Schmid 1987.06.27
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The cultivar H. montana
‘Aureomarginata’ has been
given special treatment
earlier, because it is the only
plastome mutation of H.
montana described in the
botanical literature (see F.
Maekawa 1940). Its many
hybrids and sports originating in the wild and in cultivation are examples of the
proclivity the species has to
produce different phenotypes, sports, and mutations.
Many sports have been collected among wild populaH. Mountain Sunrise
tions by K. Watanabe (渡辺
M. Zilis AHS 1999 (ex ‘Choko Nishiki)
健 二 1985) and sons of
Gotemba-shi ( 御 殿 場 市 ),
Shizuoka-ken (静岡県), reports finding many differentiated phenotypes and sports on
the flanks Fuji-san (富士山) and in the Five Fuji Lakes Region (fujigoko; 富士五湖).
A large number has been found so it is impossible to list all transliterated Japanese
and Western cultivar names. Some of the relatively stable and attractive cultivars
named with Japanese or Western names and are included here. Other collectors and
hybridizers, as well as tissue culture laboratories have added to the selection of
variegated H. montana cultivars. Many of these are look-alikes. But, as pointed out in
Schmid (1991) and Zilis (2000, 2009), while they may look alike, other features like
early or late emergence have become important in areas where late freezes occur and
early emerging cultivars are usually damaged by belated cold weather. Zilis (2000)
approached the organization of these many cultivars with a horticultural perspective
and created six groups most commonly found. I repeat his arrangement to allow
cultivar side-by-side comparison:
1) H. montana, the green-leaved species (forma typica);
2) H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ yellow-margined cultivars;
3) H. montana ‘Mountain Snow’ white-margined cultivars;
4) H. montana ‘Choko Nishiki’ gold (yellow)-centered cultivars;
5) H. montana ‘Emma Foster’ gold- (yellow) leaved cultivars);
6) H. montana f. macrophylla (forma typica)

In this Species Update H. montana and H. montana f. macrophylla are covered as taxa
in Part 1 and Part 3, respectivly. I have arranged the cultivars in groups (Zilis 2
through 5, above) by variegation type (color pattern) in Part 2 as follows:
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Group 1) Leaf margins yellow (1a) or white (1b); (var. margin = 覆輪 = fukurin);
Group 2) Leaf center white and/or yellow (centrally variegated = 中斑 = nakafu);
Group 3) Leaf has streaky or spotted variegation (irregularly variegated = 錦 =
nishiki = brocade pattern sometimes streaked, ribboned, or 斑 = fu = general
variegation with uneven patterns, spotted, streaked, mottled, or multipatterned. (Note: Often unstable and reverting to a stable color pattern)
Group 4) Monochrome yellow (often called “gold,” which is not a color recognized
by RHS and AHS international horticultural color scales). In Japan 黄 = ki =
yellow or 黄金 = おうごん = ōgon = “gold,” (golden yellow, aurea).

Invalid and Redundant Cultivar Names: All cultivar names used in this
Species Update are formulated and in acccordance with International Code of
Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants = ICNCP (adopted by International Commission
for the Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants of the International Union of Biological
Science, 2009). It has a provision to shorten certain cultivar names, which are lengthy
and cumbersome in horticultural use. There are some exceptions made by the
ICNCP: Names of former taxa reduced to cultivar status, for example H. montana
var. aureomarginata was reduced to a cultivar (due to being a plastogene mutation)
and its current name is required by Code to retain the earlier botanical varietal name,
becoming H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ W.G.Schmid (1991). All names invalid per
the ICNCP (either a transliterated Japanese or a Western name), the corrected name
is referred to in the following listing:
H. montana albomarginata hort. and H. montana ‘Albomarginata’ hort. (name
invalid). See H. ‘Shirofukurin Ōba’.
H. montana ‘Amanogawa’ hort. See H. ‘Amanogawa’.
H. montana ‘Aurea’ hort. (invalid). See H. ‘Ōgon Ōba’.
H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’. Based on the name F. Maekawa (1940) assigned as
the botanical name H. montana var. aureomarginata, which was reduced to
cultivar status by Schmid (1991) as H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ (W.G.
Schmid 1991). In Japan, the Japanese transliterated name H. ‘Kifukurin Ōba’
is in use (黄覆輪 オオバギボウ).
H. montana ‘Asagiri’ hort. See H. ‘Asagiri Ōba’.
H. montana ‘Chirifu’ hort. (invalid). See H. ‘Chirifu Ōba’
H. montana ‘Fuji-no-Yūbae’ hort. See H. ‘Fuji-no-Yūbae’.
H. montana ‘Ginfukurin’ hort. (invalid). See (H. ‘Shirofukurin Ōba’.
H. montana ‘Gohon Matsu Fukurin’ hort. See H. ‘Gohon Matsu Fukurin’.
H. montana ‘Hakuyo’ hort. (Incorrect and not H. montana progeny).
H. montana ‘Hakuyo Nishiki’ hort. (Incorrect and not H. montana progeny).
H. montana ‘Haru-no-Yume’ hort. See H. ‘Haru-no-Yume’.
H. montana ‘Hatsushimo’ hort. See H. ‘Hatsushimo Nishiki’.
H. montana ‘Kifukurin’ hort. (invalid). The correct name is H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ but H. ‘Kifukurin Ōba’ (as 黄 覆輪 オ オ バ ギ ボ ウ シ is in
horticultural use in Japan.
2010-09-15
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H. montana ‘Kinkanshoku’ hort. See H. ‘Kinkanshoku’.
H. montana ‘Kokuhū’ hort. See H. ‘Kokuhū’.
H. montana ‘O Fuji Fukurin’ hort. See H. ‘O Fuji Fukurin’.
H. montana ‘Ogon’ hort. (invalid). See H. ‘Ōgon Ōba’.
H. montana ‘Ogon Fukurin’ hort. See H. ‘Ōgon Fukurin Ōba’
H. montana ‘Shirobana’ hort. (H. ‘Shirobana’ = 白花 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji
白花 = shirobana = white-flowered. This name seems unnecessary since a majority
of wild H. montana flowers are white. Perianth color deepens when grown at higher
elevations and northern latitudes.

H. montana sports from Natural Habitat and Cultivation:

As
pointed out in Part 1, H. montana is not only extremely variable in the wild but also
prone to sporting. The Japanese have collected many of these sports, brought them
into cultivation and named them. Many of the Japanese sports are relatively little
known in the West and some are only described in Japan. Few individuals are able to
read Japanese sources. For this reason I have listed the most important Japanese
sports and hybrids to give a translated overview in the following outline. Sports also
occur during tissue culture propagation and spontaneously in garden cultivation. It is
not possible to list all as part this Species Update. Numerous variegated cultivars of
H. montana progeny have been named. These are well documented in Western
literature, so are not mentioned individually, except for giving a few samples
representing the four variegated groups listed on page 13. For details it is
recommended to undertake a “parentage search” (using H. montana as search
subject) in hostaregistrar.org, the website of the Hosta Registry of the American
Hosta Society, Kevin P. Walek, International Registrar for Hosta. This search will
reveal all registered cultivars, which are H. montana
progeny. It is also suggested
to search the Cultivar
Section of the Hosta Library
for illustrations of the
various cultivars. Following
are illustrations of some of
the major sports with the
proviso that as part of this
discussion of Hosta species
only examples of existing
sports can be given. As
detailed on page 13, the
sports are grouped by type of
variegation The following
color variations apply to H.
montana sports (some may
H. ‘Abba Dabba Do’ (T. Avent AHS 1998)
be hybridized):
Note: similar to H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’
© C. Brashear/Hosta Library
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Yellow Leaf Margins (Group 1a): (Illustrated on pages 11, 13, and 15)
H. montana ‘Aureo-marginata’ (Japanese equivalents = H. ‘Kifukurin Ōba’ = 黄
覆輪 オオバギボウ; also seen as H. ‘Ōgon Fukurin Ōba’ = 黄金覆輪 オオバギボウ.
Described by Maekawa (1940) as a taxon (as H. montana var. aureomarginata) and
reduced to cultivar by Schmid (1991). See description and photo-graphs on pages 1013). Several different yellow-margined sports have been found, some emerging early
and others later; some with narrow and wide margins; some with margins in
different shades of yellow; and some margins are viridescent or albescent. Similar
are H. ‘Gohon Matsu Fukurin’ = 五本松覆輪 オオバギボウ (Watanabe NR) and H.
‘Tsunotori Fukurin’ = 取 覆輪 オ オ バ ギ ボ ウ シ . The Kanji 角 取 覆輪 means
“variegated (H. montana) from Tsunotori” (the name of a Shinto shrine) with
margin occasionally viridescent [Katsuya NR]. With corrugated margin is H.
‘Ebbtide’ (E. Elslager AHS 1997); see page 12. Another yellow-margined cultivar is
H. ‘O Fuji Fukurin’ [NR] = 大富士覆輪 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 大富士覆輪 [O
Fuji Fukurin] = great Mount Fuji (hosta) with margin (Watanabe 1985). Found in
the lava fields of Fuji-san, it has a yellow margin with yellow splashes in center and
is also listed in Group 3, below, but is often without the splashes. H.
‘Utsukushigahara Fukurin’ [NR] = 美ヶ原覆輪 オオバギボウシ); the Kanji 美ヶ
原 覆輪 means “variegated margin (H. montana) from Utsukushi-gahara” (a
mountain near Matsumoto-shi (松本市) in Nagano-ken (長野県)). The leaf shape,
scape height and other morphological features are dominant and appear in hybrids,
which have H. montana genes in their background. A typical example is H. ‘Abba
Dabba Do’, a sport of H. ‘Sun Power’ (P. Aden AHS 1986). It also has similar-ities
with H. montana.

White Leaf Margins
(Group 1b):
H. ‘Shirofukurin Ōba’ NR
(= 白覆輪 オオバギボウシ
and as H. ‘Ginfukurin
Ōba’ NR = 銀覆輪オオバ
ギ ボ ウ シ [transating to
white- or “silver”-margined, respectively] has
been known in Japan for a
long time. It is the whitemar-gined sport of H.
montana. It also has been
given simplified cultivar
names in Japan, including
H. ‘Setsurei Ōba’ (= 雪嶺 =
せ つ れ い = snow-capped
peak – page 15). The latter
2010-09-15

H. Frosted Jade’ (by L. Maroushek AHS 1978)
Sport of H. montana F1 selfed seedling
Court.: Crockett Garden, AHS 1989
Hosta Hill R.G. ©W.G. Schmid 1989.07.21
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namee is in contention.
Japanese photographs indicate this to be whitemargined H.montana progeny. However note: Some
data bases indicate the
name H. ‘Setsurei’ is also
used for a hybrid in section
Picnolepis, namely H. hypoleuca × H. pycnophylla.
This name duplication requires the use of H.
‘Setsurei Ōba’. Another
Japanese H. montana sport
is called H. ‘Kinkanshoku’
(金環食 オオバ ギボウシ
= きんかんしょく オオバ
ギ ボ ウ シ ). The Japanese
Kanji 金環食 stands for
the “annular eclipse,”
when the moon eclipses the
sun. The margin changes
with the season going from
whitish yellow to creamy
white. Several of the whitemargined sports have wide
margins, narrow margins,

H. ‘Setsurei Ōba’ (NR) オオバギボウ 雪嶺
©Tokiwa Noshū School (常磐野小学校) in Kyoto-shi
Biotope nature land (ビオトープネイチャーランド)
and margins white to
creamy white. A classic
cultivar is H. ‘Frosted
Jade’, registered in 1978
by L. Maroushek. It is
listed as a seedling of
Krossa No. B–1 = Summers No. 80 1967 = H.
montana so is a sport of a
selfed F1 seedling.

H. ‘Mountain Snow’
◄◄◄
M. Zilis (AHS 1988)
© H. Zumach/Hosta
Library
2010-09-15
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Similar, but with white streaks is H. ‘Mountain Snow’ by M. Zilis (AHS 1988). This
tissue culture sport emerges late, which prevents damage during late freezing
periods. Some specimens of H. ‘Mountain Snow’ have morphed to a margin
variegation only (without the streaking) and most have a narrow, white margin. H.
‘White On’ is very similar. H. ‘My Friend Nancy’ R. Benedict/N. Krul (AHS 1991) is
a white-margined H. montana derivation, as is H. ‘Summer Snow’ (Cannon (AHS
1978). Its parentage listing (H. sieboldiana/H. ‘Tokudama’) appears to be
inconsistent. A number of different white-margined H. montana sports have been
found, named, and exist in collectors garden, including H. ‘Tomo Yuki’ (K.
Terpening NR), a wide-margined form.

Yellow Leaf Center
(Group 2):
Plastome mutations of the
species with uniform yellow
in the leaf center and a
green margin are expressed
in Japan as 中斑 = nakafu
(variegated in center).
Most of these are more
stable than other sports,
but the green margin varies
in width and is in some
cases very narrow. One of
these found in Japan is H.
‘Fuji-no-Yūbae’ [NR] = 富
士の夕映え オオバ
ギボウシ; the Kanji 夕映
え [Yūbae] = sunset glow]);
a yellow sport with a thin
green margin found at
Fuji-san ( 富 士 山 ; in
Watanabe 1985). In many
specimens of this type the
margin is barely visible.
One of these is H.
‘Kinkaku’ [NR] = 金閣 オ
オバギボウシ (the Kanji
金 閣 [Kinkaku] = golden
pavilion). The leaf center
has a bright yellow color in
summer and the margin is
very narrow. Another
related cultivar has a wider
margin
that
extends
2010-09-15

H. ‘On Stage’ (P. Aden 1986) = H. ‘Chōkō Nishiki’)
In Japan オンステージ = 朝光錦 (H. ‘Chōkō Nishiki’)
© T. Saville Hosta/Library

H. ‘Kinkaku’ (NR) 金閣 オオバギボウシ
Court.: © サンドニ(St.Dennis)
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streaks into the leaf center and takes on a creamy yellow color in summer. Registered
as H. ‘On Stage’ (P. Aden AHS 1986), it has seen wide distribution. This cultivar
came from Japan, where it was discovered before it was given a Western name. It is
documented as H. ‘Chōkō Nishiki’ = 朝光錦 (Watanabe 1985). The green streaking
into the leaf center is unstable and may be absent. H. ‘Mountain Haze’ (M. Zilis
AHS 1990) is similar and is early emerging. There are a number of similar sports
with Japanese and Western names, all similar to H. ‘Chōkō Nishiki’ (= H. ‘On
Stage’). A like cultivar is included here (Zilis 2000), which has stabilized to an all
yellow form with a green margin (see Hosta Library), namely H. ‘Shuhō Nishiki’
[NR] = 秀峰錦 オオバギボシ; the Kanji 秀峰錦 [Shuhō Nishiki] = resplendent (=
preeminent, excellent mountain peak [or ridge]). Listed also in Group 3.

Multicolored Leaves: (Group 3):
Definition of this group is difficult because the variegation pattern is biologically
unstable, often differs from leaf to leaf, and frequently stabilizes into a stable pattern
showing variegated margins only in which yellow and white streaking is still present.
This may change to mostly white or yellow centers, still with some streaking of the
opposite color. Often, a contrasting margin develops and it is not easy to describe the
entire variegation pattern. Notwithstanding, here are some of the descriptions used in
the West and Japan: Reticulated = 網斑 (あみふ); splashed = 刷毛込み斑 (はけこ
みふ); streaked = 条斑 (すじふ); striped = 縞斑 (しまふ); broadly centered = 広中斑
(ひろなかふ); and dusted = 砂子斑 (すなごふ). The Kanji 錦 (Nishiki = brocade
(pattern) = overall streaked) is usually used in the naming of Japanese sports and
can designate any of the descriptions given above. (See listing on page 20).

▲ H. ‘Chirifu Ōba’ [NR]
散斑 オオバギウボシ
© C. Crockett/Hosta Library
2010-09-15

H. ‘Ki Chirifu Ōba’ [NR] (right) ▲
黄散斑 オオバ ギウボシ
Court.: © Kenya (ケンヤさん) ギボウシの資料倉庫
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The following list is alphabetically arranged. It
includes the better known
Japanese multi-colored
sports of H. montana. As
pointed out under H.
montana sports (page 15),
a large number of named
cultivars have the species
features. To reiterate, the
dominating H. montana
genes often show typical
H. montana morphology
in cultivars also involveing other parentage. Pictured here is the attractive H. ‘Made You
Look’ (Ash AHS 2000),
which has morphology
that
resembles
the
species.

H. ‘Made You Look’
(S. Ash AHS 2000) © S. Ash/Hosta Library

Listing of Japanese
Cultivars (Group 3):
H.‘Amanogawa’ [NR]
= 天の川オオバギボウシ.
The Kanji 天 の 川 =
Milky Way, a sport with
light green leaves, suffused in center with yellow streaks and stripes
and viridescent.

H. ‘Echigo Nishiki’ [NR]
©T. Nakayama/Hosta Library

H. ‘Asagiri Ōba’ [NR]
= 朝霧 オオバギウボシ,
with the Kanji 朝 霧 =
morning fog). It is a sport with “streaky-misty” white variegation and was found in
Asagiri-kūgen (朝霧高原), a montane plain near the base of Fuji-san (富士山).
H. ‘Chirifu Ōba’ [NR] = 散斑 オオバギウボシ. The Kanji 散斑 = dispersed
variegation (irregularly overall streaked) and it is a sport with “streaky-misty” white
(and some yellowish streaking). One of the better known cultivars and judging by the
Hosta Library photos, it is unstable, yet a good plant for hybridizing. The fully
streaked form is rarely available.
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H. ‘Daisetsurei’ [NR] = 大雪嶺 オオバギウボシ. The Kanji 大雪嶺 = great snow
peak. It is a rarely seen sport with “streaky-misty” white form (unstable).
H. ‘Daihaku Ryū’ [NR] = 大白竜 オオバギウボシ. The Kanji 大白竜 = great
white dragon. Unstable and therefore difficult to descibe.
H. ‘Echigo Nishiki’ [NR] = 越後錦 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji for this sport by
T. Nakayama has not been verified, but the meaning of 越後錦 = Echigo brocade
derives from Echigo (Echigo-no kuni; 越後国), the name of an old province now
part of Niigata-ken (新潟県). Rarely seen.
H. ‘Fuji-no-Akebono’ [NR] = 富士の曙 オオバギボウシ; Kanji 富士の曙 =
(Mount) Fuji sunrise from Watanabe has a yellowish white center with a green
margin streaking into the center found at Fuji-san (富士山). Following its Japanese
name, it is also known by a Western name as H. ‘Fuji Sunrise’.
H. ‘Fuji Nishiki’ [NR] = 富士錦 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 富士錦 = (Mount)
Fuji brocade (with irregular variegation). It has a whitish center with streaking.
Unstable and not well known.
H. ‘Hakuūn Nishiki’ [NR] = 白雲錦 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 白雲錦 = white
cloud brocade. It is a sport with (yellowish) white center that changes to streaky
white with green margins. Some leaves have more green than white.
H. ‘Haru-no-Yume’ [NR] = 春の夢 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 春の夢 = Dream
of Spring or Spring Dream. It is an unstable sport of the species with a yellow center
that is often streaked with green and a green margin. It is viridescent and is allgreen by summer.
H. ‘Hatsu Yuki Nishiki’ [NR] = 初雪錦 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 初雪錦 =
first snow brocade. It is a sport with yellowish white center that changes to streaky
white with green margins. Some leaves have more green than white.
H. ‘Hatsushimo Nishiki’ [NR] = 初霜錦 オオバギボウシ. The Kanji 初霜錦 =
first frost of the year brocade. It is a sport of the species with a green leaf that is
mottled with irregular white. This cultivar is from Gotemba Nursery and is late
emerging in spring. Also seen named H. ‘Hatsushimo’ [AHS NR].
H. ‘Ki Chirifu Ōba’ [NR] = 黄散斑 オオバギウボシ. The Kanji 黄散斑 = yellow
dispersed variegation. This is a yellow overall streaked form discovered in Chiba-ken
(千葉県) and is available in Japan.
H. ‘O Fuji Fukurin’ [NR] = 大富士覆輪 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 大富士
覆輪 = great Mount Fuji (hosta) with (yellow) margin and also has yellow splashes
(streaks) into center.
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H. ‘Reihō’ ( れ い ほ う )
[NR] is very similar to H.
‘Hatsu Yuki Nishiki’, but has
darker green streaking. Also
named H. ‘Reihō Nishiki’ (
れいほう錦).
H. ‘Shimo Chirifu’ [NR]
= 霜散斑 オオバギウボシ.
The Kanji 霜散斑 = frosty
(looking) and dis-persed
variegation. This is a sport
with “frosted” streaky-misty
variegation. Rarely seen.
H. ‘Shinsei Ōba’ [NR] =
新星 オオバギウボシ. The
Kanji 新 星 = differently
interpreted but probably
means “new star” (nova).
Rarely seen.

H. ‘Hatsushimo Nishiki’ [AHS NR]
©B. Axmear/Hosta Library

H. ‘Shirobana Yūshun’
[NR] = 白花優駿 オオバギボウシ (交配種); the Kanji 白花優駿 = white-flowered
Yushun, which is a H. montana hybrid with white flowers and leaves with white
indumentums (underside bloom). Its leaves are green with yellow and yellowishwhite streaking.
H. ‘Shuhō Nishiki’ [NR]= 秀 峰 錦 オ オ バ ギ ボ ウ シ ; the Kanji 秀 峰 錦 =
resplendent, preeminent (excellent mountain peak or ridge) brocade. Mentioned
earlier, this is usually a sport with green, yellow and light yellowish streaks, but
most specimens seen have stabilized to a yellow center with green margin. Listed
also in Group 2.
H. ‘Shun Yū’ [NR] = 俊有 オオバギボウシ; the Kanji for this sport has not
been verified. It could be 俊有 (with excellence), but this is guess work only. Rarely
seen.
H. ‘Shunkō Nishiki’ [NR] = オオバギボウシ; the Kanji 春光錦 = spring
sunlight brocade. the Kanji for this sport has not been verified. Rarely seen.
H. ‘Shurin’ [NR] = しゅりん オオバギボウシ; the Hiragana for this sport has
not been verified. Rarely seen.
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Uniform Yellow
Leaves (Group 4):
In Japan, all-yellow
H. montana sports
have been known
nearly as long as H.
montana ‘Aureomarginata’ has been, from
which it most likely
sported. It is generally
known as 黄金オオバ
ギウボシ (= 黄金 大
葉 擬 宝 珠 = Ōgon
Ōba Gibōshi), in the
West known as H.
‘Ōgon Ōba’ [AHS
H. ‘Straka Gold’ (C. Owens AHS 1994)
NR]. A few yellow
Court.: © M. Dalton
sports have been
given Japanese names,
but these are not widely known in the West so are not detailed. Yellow sports can may
considerably in the leaf color, which may be albescent (turning yellowish white) or
viridescent (turning green) and they also show the varying morphology of different H.
montana phenotypes. In the West, H. ‘Emma Foster’ (G. Foster AHS 1985; pictured
on page 11) is one of the better known yellow cultivars. Zilis (2000) considers this
cultivar to be difficult to grow. Another sport came from Zilis as H. ‘Mountain
Sunrise’ (M. Zilis AHS 1999; pictured on page 13), a reversion to all yellow of H.
‘Chōkō Nishiki’. In shade this cultivar may become viridescent. A number of
hybridized yellow cultivars of H. montana parentage have also been named and
registered. Many are progeny of H. montana f. macrophylla, (see Part 3), which may
account for their superior garden performance. H. ‘Straka Gold’ (C. Owens AHS
1994; pictured on page 22) is registered as having H. montana as pollen parent and
the resemblance with the species can be seen. It bears repeating that due to the very
large number of H. montana cultivar progeny, a listing of all is not intended here and
it is recommended to undertake a “parentage search” (using H. montana as search
subject) in hostaregistrar.org, the website of the Hosta Registry of the American
Hosta Society, Kevin P. Walek, International Registrar for Hosta. This search will
reveal all registered cultivars, which are H. montana progeny. It is also suggested to
search the Cultivar Section of the Hosta Library for illustrations of the various
cultivars.

Horticultural Progeny:
H. montana was first imported in the 1950s. A number of different phenotypes were
brought into the U.S. and were recorded in the A.J. Summers collection (Summers;
1972). This species is used extensively in gardens and is widely used in hybridizing.
Due to the dominance of its genes, many of the hybrids have the distinct morpho2010-09-15
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metric features of the species and a number of hybrids named may be selfed
progeny of the species. In Japan, sports of the species H. montana are eagerly sought
after in the wild and many named sports and mutations are described in pages 1122, above. Following is a simplified list of H. montana progeny, to allow for an
overview.

Note that only direct species progeny is shown. The following code abbreviations
are used:
♀ = the species as a pod parent directly = List 1
♂ = the species as a pollen parent directly = List 2

List 1: Cultivars with H. montana ♀ as a pod parent or unknown/presumed selfed
hybrids. Many of the early hybrids and sports were derived from Krossa’s
imports from Osaka University (B-1 and B-2) as H. montana.
H. ‘Academy Blue Titan’ (S. Chamberlain 1999) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. ‘Elegans’
H. ‘Big Sam’ (Klopping 1963/AHS 1986) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. sieboldiana
H. ‘Brazen Hussy’ (Robyn Duback 2000) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. ‘Gold Regal’
H. ‘Dragon Wings’ (W. Lefever 1996) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. ‘Fortunei'
H. ‘Fall Emerald’ (A. Summers 1968/P. Ruh 1997) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. sieboldiana
H. ‘Fountain’ (K. J. W. Hensen 1983) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. sieboldiana
H. ‘Gosan Sigi Grey’ (NR) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. ‘Tokudama’
H. ‘Immense’ (Lucy Simpers/P. Ruh 1991) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. ‘Ibaraki-K’
H. ‘Sweetness’ (R. Livingston) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. plantaginea
H. ‘Tucker Blues’ (R. B. Stephens 1990) = ♀ H. montana × ♂ H. ‘Fortunei
Aureomarginata’

List 2: Cultivars with H. montana ♂ as a pollen parent:
H. ‘Echigo Nishiki’ (T. Nakayama) = ♀ H. sieboldiana × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Falling Waters’ (W. Lachman 1997) = ♀ H. “seedling” × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Gay Nineties’ (Belle Gardens 1994) = ♀ H. ‘William Lachman’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘My Child Insook’ = ♀ H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ seedling × ♂ H. montana
‘Aureomarginata’
H. ‘Lakeside Cha Cha’ (M. Chastain 1994) = ♀ H. ‘Fascination’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Mount Everest’ (J. Dishon 1996) = ♀ H. ‘Sea Prize’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Peppermint Ice’ (Belle Gardens 1994) = ♀ H. ‘William Lachman’ x H. montana
H. ‘Pewter Frost’ (J. Dishon 1996) = ♀ H. pycnophylla × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Prince of Wales’ (D. Grenfell) = ♀ H. ‘Elegans’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Rosie Posie’ (Belle Gardens 1994) = ♀ H. ‘William Lachman’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Salem’ (L. Simpers/P. Ruh 2000) = ♀ H. “Lucy's Breeder 36-39” × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Silk Kimono’ (H. Gowen/Hansen/Benedict 1999) = ♀ H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ × ♂
H. montana
H. ‘Stingray’ (R. Herold 2000) = ♀ H. kikutii × ♂ H. montana
2010-09-15
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H. ‘Straka Gold’ (C. Owens 1994) = ♀ H. ‘Gold Regal' × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Teacher's Pet’ (S. Asch 2000) = ♀ H. ‘Dorothy Benedict' × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Tucker Friendly Folk’ (R. B. Stephens 1991) = ♀ H. ‘Wolcott’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Tucker Tommy Little’ (R. B. Stephens 1991) = ♀ H. ‘Wolcott’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Unexpected Pleasure’ (S. Asch 2000) = ♀ H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ × ♂ H. montana
H. ‘Zager Green’ (H. A. Zager/P. Ruh 1987) = ♀ H. sieboldiana × ♂ H. montana

H. montana (cultivated)
© W.G. Schmid 1987.06.03
Loc. cit.: Hosta Hill R.G.

End: H. montana Part 2
©W.G. Schmid 2008/2010: The text and illustrations are
copyrighted and are available for personal reference only. Other
contributors retain their copyright of featured photographs as
noted in captions. The content may not be published in printed
form without the author’s written permission. Web quote
reference:
W. George Schmid, HostaLibrary.org/species/.
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